Be part of the next revolution in crypto
investments
Why Gold is expensive? "Shortage of supply", that
is why bitcoin is considered a storage of value,
there is just 21 millions bitcoins in the world.
What if I told you that you can be an early investor
in the next "shortage of supply" investment?
(+50,000% increase projection in one year)
What if I told you that on top of that, you will
receive passive incomes while your investment is
growing? (+18% APY)
Let me introduce you to EFA token (Efatah33)

EFA - Founders Note
To fully understand EFA you must see it as a project of will and passion. A passion to build for one, to build for others and to build for the community. Not one
single individual owns EFA. A community of people from major countries and cities in this planet came together after looking at the disadvantages and risks in the
cryptocurrency ecosystem decided to exploit the incredible opportunities available in DeFi and create a truly decentralized project with EFA as the symbol of the
official token of EFA.

If the reader has had the chance to collaborate with people in any building or progressive ability, you will know that it does not take just an innovative idea to
build a project, it does not take good delivery and security, it takes passion and iron will of the people involved. This is a trait that the EFA is proud to boast of. The
creators of EFA have, as a matter of humanity and service to the community, opted to remain anonymous. This is to remove all loyalties from humans who are
fallible. We believe that we can achieve a truly transparent and decentralized ecosystem with a totally decentralized governing body of holders who will
collectively make decisions on what will go on in EFA and its ecosystem.

A blockchain is a database for storing things of value, it sends payments and lays them out in packets of bytes; it is a packet driven transmission of value without
references to any central authority, bank for instance. Machines can now hold money and do not need people to authenticate, this is through artificial
intelligence. Blockchain has ten times business sectors such as:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Gold x 10 in value
Swift x 10
Kickstart x 10
Delaware (Delaware made it easier to incorporate a business and make a contract, blockchain has made contract authentication faster 10x)

EFA – Token Introduction
The EFA Protocol which is powered by its own native token, EFA, a BEP-20 token built on the Binance Smart Chain Network. It is a deflationary token by nature,
with a total supply of only 77,777. The low supply in nature will indirectly increase its demand and attract new investors due to the possibility of supply shortage
and rapid token price action.
Furthermore, substantial liquidity will be provided and locked to ensure a high level of investor trust and confidence.
The EFA token will act as a gateway and a mode of payment to part take In the EFA financial tools. The EFA toke will be used to access in-house products and
services which are soon to be made available and all upcoming and future products and services. EFA is both the governance and utility token. Holders of EFA
token (the governance token), will have the ability to influence and determine the direction and the development of the protocol. This can be done by voting on
certain parameters, DEX aggregations, future and upcoming chain implementations, as well as by making general suggestions for the betterment of the protocol.

6,966.05c EFA tokens are locked on https://deeplock.io
Deeplock is a decentralized application that allows blockchain projects to lock their BEP-20 tokens and LP Liquidity tokens in a non-custodial, time-released smart
contract vault. Approximately 350-400 EFA tokens will be used each month for staking rewards and marketing purposes.

In order to maintain security, sustainability and transparency withing EFA Protocol, there is no minting function in the EFA token smart contract.

EFA – Staking For Passive Income
Passive Income is what all investors look forward too.
All our EFA token holders will soon have access to EFA Staking Reward Pool that has
an APR between 17% - 20%
When staked, tokens are removed from circulation (further reducing an already low
circulating supply) for a minimum of 90 days. The EFA staked tokens are sent to the
liquidity pool (80%), Stakers wallet (10%) and Adminstartion (10%)
EFA token holders can then choose to unstake their staked EFA tokens for a 25% fee
EFA holders that have staked their EFA tokens on the website are entitled for a 5%
rereferral commission. EFA token Stakers will earn 5% of their referee’s daily profits
(as long either one party do not unstake)
Both the smart contract and staking contract have passed comprehensive external
audits courtesy of HazeCrypto Audits & Securities.

APR

17% - 20%

Duration

90 Days (Minimum)

Early Withdrawal
&
Withdrawal

Minus 25% (-25%)

Referral Bonus

5% from Referees Daily Profits

12 Months Staking

18% Annually

Staked Tokens

80% - Liquidity
10% - Stakers
10% - Adminstration

EFA - As A Store Of Value
EFA Token Price Projection
Here’s simple illustration on why EFA must be your
ultimate token.
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Our projection is that by May 2023 EFA price would be $1000 per token.
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Invest in EFA at this levels ($2) means x500 of your investment in one year.
$800

WHY?! How is this possible?! Same concept as bitcoin:
Shortage of supply! EFA total supply is only 77,777 tokens!
For an example, if you buy $100 of EFA right now, $2 per EFA token, that
means in the next 1 year, your investment will be worth $50,000
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($1000 per EFA).
$0

This mechanics ( Store Of Value ), makes Efatah33 Metaverse project
redefine Defi, Trading and Crypto."
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EFA - Tokenomics
Token Name : Efatah33
Ticker

: EFA

Technology

: BEP-20

Total Supply

: 77,777

Pre Sale Amount

: 7,400 EFA

Audit By

: HazeCrypto Audits & Securities

Locked Tokens

: 6,966.05 via Deeplock

Token Distribution
10% 0%

11% 1%

Token Sale

5%
5%

Product Development

Staking & Liquidity
Core Activities Reserve

20%

Use Of Proceeds

60%

15%

40%

Liquidity & Exchanges

Marketing

Marketing + Partnership

Team Token Allocation

Legal & Regulations

Airdrop

Adminstration and Support
33%

EFA - Team Members
EFA is a brand that comprises of blockchain developers, data science developers, AI and software engineers, veteran traders and investors, finance and banking
officers, auditors, research specialist, web developers, designers, animators, marketing and social media experts. The whole group comprises of 35 unique and
talented individuals that is and will be the driving force behind EFA project.
The EFA team is passionately oriented around the common aim of building the most powerful and reputable All In One Cryptocurrency Platform for all users
irrespective of individual knowledge and understanding, investment or trading volume.
At EFA, we pride ourselves on the fact that we are a global company with a team located in over twelve countries. This includes over twenty app developers,
strategic advisors, graphic designers, community moderators, and more.

Our Vision
To catalyze the mass adoption of crypto and decentralized finance by reducing barriers to entry into the market, and to empower all users with innovative tools
for maximizing potential profit while mitigating risk.

Our Mission
To be the global leader and most cutting-edge digital ecosystem for tracking, researching, trading, investing, and analyzing digital assets.
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